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 COMMITTEE REPORTS 

Development  & Network Committee  

 

Dear FEPTO Colleagues, 

Let me say thank you for your trust and support in re-electing me to the FEPTO Council. 

In Tallinn it was agreed by the Council to offer me the responsibility for the Develop-

ment and Network Committee for the next two years. It is my honour and pleasure to 

continue the work of former chairs and other participating Colleagues. I would like to 

mention here the important contribution of Norbert Apter and dearly missed Yaacov 

Naor. I am also thankful to Fred Dorn, the latter chair of the Committee for his involvement, in particular his 

progressive work on the establishment and development of the FEPTO Forum platform , as well as on the 

FEPTO Constitution revision. I am very pleased that Fred will be involved in both of these in the near future. 

The idea of networking is at the heart of the FEPTO mission. By exchange in different contexts we can learn 

from each other, enriched each other and create new projects focused on specific fields and problems. I trust 

that the on-going projects and initiatives like inter-vision groups, the network for psychodrama with children 

and youth, and the peace building and conflicts transformation task force will  all be successfully working in 

the near future. We are also very proud that FEPTO ,as an organization, as well as many individual FEPTO 

Colleagues participate in a few Erasmus Plus Projects in cooperation with NGO’s, businesses and academic 

partners. As psychodramatists and citizens we are called upon to be responsive and creative to face current 

challenges like climate and society changes. One of the last initiatives, the Psychodrama.World interactive 

Web platform, aims to build on-line international cooperation providing accessibility to psychodrama 

knowledge. This is open to all psychodrama authors and students, based on Paola de Leonaris’es and Marco 

Greco’s Psychodrama Maps. Special thanks to Roger Schaller for his great involvement in this project. I be-

lieve that  the co-creative work on this done during the Pravetz and Tallinn Annual Meetings will be support-

ed by the FEPTO community in the near future.   

Let me cordially invite you to share your needs, ideas or projects related to the issues of FEPTO Development 

and Networking. I hope we can successfully co-operate in order to develop as professionals and institutes.  

Please use the following email addresses: k.cieplin@gmail.com.  

Please also visit our Committee Website: http://www.fepto.com/organization/committees/networking-

committee as well as the FEPTO Forum https://fepto-networking.eu/index.php for all your needs.  

 

Thanks in advance for your future cooperation! 

Krzysztof Ciepliński 
Chair of the FEPTO Development and Network Committee 
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